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Factual and anecdotal evidence collected over the last 18 months 
clearly supports the view that Hedland Senior High School is 
making important gains across its school improvement agenda. 
A stronger focus on academic attainment, raising expectations 
around behaviour standards, and putting in place protocols for 
attendance, lateness and attitude are all having an impact. As is 
the case in most schools seeking to ‘raise the bar’ this is always 
demanding and usually challenging work.
Our biggest challenge here though is not the bad behaviour of a 
small group of students, but the indifferent behaviour of a much 
larger group. Too often when challenged to do better, these 
students are reluctant to make the necessary effort and seem to 
have little concern about the impact mediocre school achievement 
will have on their future job prospects.
Recent work-readiness information from employers is very clear 
in their expectations. They are much more interested in a young 
person’s behaviour profile than they are about any particular skill 
set the young person might show. So behaviours like following 
instructions, being on time, ability to work in a team environment 
focussing on the task at hand, completing tasks successfully 
and the like are the key qualities employers are looking for in 
prospective employees.
So here is where the school needs the help of parents and carers. 
We all know that good teachers make good schools, and that is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for a good school. Merely 
sending your sons and daughters here is not enough to turn them 
into model future employees.  They will always need consistent 
reinforcement of messages relating to ‘do your best at school’, 
delivered at home and reinforced regularly in conversations with 
parents and carers.  That is what our best schools are able to rely 
on – consistent, reliable, and supportive messages to young people 
from their parents and carers about the need to take schooling 
seriously if their future prospects are to be guaranteed.
So if the Hedland community wants Hedland Senior High School 
to be the best school it can be, the staff here absolutely rely on the 
Hedland community to get behind the school and give us your 
support and encouragement.
Bill Mann - Principal

Yr 11’s demonstrate 
skills with the 

littlies
As part of their Certificate 2 in Sport 
and Recreation, the Year 11 V Swans 
students have had the opportunity 
to collaborate with South Hedland 
Primary School to teach sporting 
skills to the Kindergarteners to Year 
1s. The Year 11’s have been working 
hard to design and facilitate lessons to 
improve the primary 
student’s abilities in 
netball, soccer, cricket 
and AFL in lead up 
to their lightning 
carnival on the 13th 
of September; which 
the Year 11’s have 
volunteered to help 
assist on the day. 

For both primary and high school 
students alike, the lessons have 
been filled with lots of chances to 
improve upon skills, encouragement, 
support, laughter and high fives. We 
are looking forward to continuing 
our relationship with South Hedland 
Primary School in the future!

D.Chapman & 

T.Thomas

Phys ed

LINK UP
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SSEP Students 
Get Workplace Ready

This term in the Senior School Engagement 
Program, students have been engaged in several 
activities to better themselves and prepare for the 
workplace. The students participated in weekly 
workshops with Careers Community Coordinator, 
Melyna Harper from EPIC, an organisation 
that provides a jobs and skills based program 
aimed to empower people in the community by 
providing career guidance, education, training 
and introduction to recruitment agencies. The 
workshops have enabled students to learn more 
about themselves, explore roles available in different 
industries, create a well-constructed CV, become 
familiar with using email regularly, understand job 
application processes how to conduct themselves 
in an interview. The SSEP class were lucky enough 
to have workers from Odyssey Marine come into 
the classroom and present on the different careers 
available at their company, where students met 
supervisors, networked with professionals in the 
industry and ask questions about each of their 
proffessions. The workshop provided an opportunity 
for five keen boys to attend work placement at 
Odessy Marine during Term 4. Other organisations 
that SSEP students have collaborated with this term 
include; Bloodwood Tree, ESS and Wanangkura 
Stadium. A massive highlight this year was how 
well the students applied themselves in achieving 
their Certificate II in Rail & Infrastructure. This was 
completed at the end of Term 1 with Iron Training. 
Completing this qualification successfully has been 
a huge eye opener for SSEP students, with many 
now looking at other qualifications they can gain, 
and companies they are interested in for work 
placement. A clear improvement in motivation has 
been seen during participation in these activities.
as they develope a more positive outlook towards 
their careers and future. Providing the students 
with tools and knowledge gives them confidence 
to apply themselves in the workplace, make 
changes regarding their communication and self-
management skills and overcome social barriers. 
It is inspiring to see many of the students in the 
Engagement Program making positive changes in 
their life and prepare themselves for their future. 
We wish all the best to our Year 12 students who are 
leaving us, they should each be extremely proud of 
how far they have come over the year.
 

“I am enjoying the life skills we are always learning 
about in SSEP and the support we receive.”
Ashley Walker
“One thing I liked about the workshops with EPIC is 
meeting the guys from Odyssey Marine and seeing 
how their job works.”
Owen Wardle
“I like how friendly Melyna from EPIC is and that 
she helped me with my resume and cover letter to 
be able to get a job.”
Jade Wedlock
“My favourite thing about being in SSEP is the 
friendships we make. I liked doing the personality 
quiz in the EPIC workshop to find out what jobs we 
are best suited for.”
Tyrone Mckenna
“Being in SSEP makes learning easier, I really 
liked learning about new jobs available at Odyssey 
Marine and hearing about what they do at work on 
the water.”
John Henry
“I like all the sport and fitness we get to do in SSEP. 
I liked seeing what Marine Odyssey to on the ships 
in the EPIC workshop.” 
Luke Nannup

Zoe Varis
Teacher
Senior School Engagement Program
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S T E M
 in

S S E P
Throughout term 3, Miss Silvasi has been 
completing a STEM project with the Senior 
School Engagement Program students on 
Tuesday afternoons. 
The students have 
constructed a balloon-
powered car. 

For this project, 
the students were 
subjected to the three 
phases of a STEM build task; brainstorm and 
design, construction of the object and evaluation of 
the object against set criteria.
The students initially started by brainstorming the 
materials they would use to create the car. Students 
were only able to use recycled materials found 
around the home and at school. They then were able 
to complete an initial annotated design drawing of 
their car. This was to allow the students to visualise 
their object in 3D. The construction phase then 
began with students building and tinkering with 
materials to build their car. Lots of popped balloons 
and sticky tape was found around the classroom 
during this phase.
Once the students created their car, it was time 
to evaluate it. Students were required to test the 
cars over a surface of their choosing. Most chose 
the carpet or the desks. A few trial and errors were 
noted, and changes were made to their car.
The students had lots of fun, and they look forward 
to another STEM project in Term 4. 
Miss Silvasi, Education Assistant

The Milli Maya Program is on a roll! We welcome 
our new teacher, Mr Jason Hayward, and are 
currently celebrating our low suspension rate and 
improved attendance rate. Academically students 
are reaping the rewards from using the Kitehawk 
Spelling Program and the centre has been offered an 
opportunity to trial the online program. All students 
have become adept at using the Mathspace Program 
and our focus on multiplication has a heated race 
for the 50 Club playing out. Students are also 

engaged in Woodwork where Mr Van Dyk has led 
them through a series of small woodwork projects 
(pictured). Our recent excursion with Wangka 
Maya was terrific and students are negotiating a 
caretaking role for a local heritage site. We are 
looking forward to embedding this in our program 
for the future.
Sandra Buzzard – Milli Maya 
coordinator

Milli Maya 
on a Roll!
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Hedland Clontarf Academy in Full 
Swing

The Hedland Clontarf Academy has been getting out to the Primary Schools in the second half of Term 3 in 
anticipation of Year 6 transition next term.
Staff have been to all five primary schools around Hedland, as well as Yandeyarra RCS, meeting the future 
members of the academy.
The primary school boys have been put through their paces with leadership challenges, team building 
activities, along with a bit of music and football.
South Hedland Primary were treated to a didgeridoo lesson from Eldride Edwards, mixed in with a game of 
musical statues with some traditional dancing.
Port Hedland Primary enjoyed Barry Taylor’s famous singing while Cassia, Baler and St Cecilia’s showed their 
skills on the football field.
It was a special trip out to Yandeyarra RCS with Mike and Clint meeting some of the kids who live out on the 
community.
These activities will ramp up in Term 4 as the Year 6 boys prepare to come over to High School.

The Hedland Clontarf Academy hosted their 
inaugural Employment Forum in Week 8 at the 
Wanangkura Stadium.
Boys from Years 10, 11 and 12 met with local 
employers to get a better understanding of the 
career prospects available to them.
After Emcee Frank Pickett greeted the guests 
and Declan Rahman performed the welcome to 
country, the boys split into groups and got the 
‘speed dating’ underway.
During seven rotations, broken up by a quick 
round of Roaming Dyl, the boys had the chance 
to talk to each company and organisation in 
attendance.
They talked about career options and pathways to 
potential jobs, as well asking questions about the 
boys’ aspirations.
The boys then put the guests under the pump with 
some questions of their own.
A big thank you to all who came down and we 
look forward to seeing it grow in the future.

Primary Visits

Employment Forum 
‘Speed Dating’
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Hedland Clontarf Academy Cont....

The Hedland Academy’s morning trainings have been ramping up this term as the temperature rises! We 
have had a mix of morning basketball, soccer, European handball and football. We changed it up in Week 
7 with a Tuesday morning Crossfit session led by Eldride Edwards. The focus on fitness brought a lot more 
senior boys down and resulted in our best numbers of the term. We are looking to build on this over the 
next few weeks to finish the term strong!

The Hedland Clontarf Academy has commenced a 
special arts program for our Monday after school 
activities. 
Activities include learning to play different 
instruments, didgeridoo, boomerangs and learning 
traditional and contemporary aboriginal dance. 

Morning Training

Clontarf Arts

The boys have been working hard this term to go to Yohfest 

in Karratha where lucky enough to perform 3 different 

dances which proved to be the crowd favourite. 

The group is growing, and we have already been approached 

by the school to showcase another performance.
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eSafety Assistance 
with Cyberbullying

After recently attending the WACSSO conference for 

the Hedland Senior High School P&C and listening 

to the session held by Greg Gebhart, from the Office 

of the eSafety Commissioner, I would like to bring 

to the school’s attention that we as a school, and the 

students and parents have access to support if anyone 

is experiencing online bullying.

Suggested Steps

1. Block the person firstly

2. Put in a complaint to the website where bullying is 

happening eg snapchat

3. Go to your school and ask for support

4. If you need further assistance go to https://www.

esafety.gov.au/reportcyberbullying 

5. If video or photograph has not been removed 

within 48 hours, complete the eSafety form

They can assist in removing cyberbullying.  

Another suggested step is to regularly (weekly) check 

your internet security settings.

For further information 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/ 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/education-

resources 

Cathy Boland - President P&C

Congratulations 
Wyatt Wilson

HSHS would like to congratulate Wyatt 
Wilson on his acceptance into the School 

Sports WA Cricket Team this term.
Wyatt will be playing in the Cricket 12s 

team in Adelaide this November and we 
wish him the best of luck.
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Dates to Remember Things to Remember

September 27 
Last day of Term 3

October 14
 First day of Term 4

October 16-27 
Shooting Goals NZ trip

October 18 
HSHS PD day (student free day)

October 22 
LEAP Pilbara Ports Excursion

October 24
 Year 12 General Last Day

Year 12 Assembly, Morning tea & Dinner

October 25 
Year 12 ATAR students Last Day

October 30
 Year 12 ATAR Exams

October 31
 Karratha Lightening Carnival yrs 7 – 10

Shooting Goals Broome Trip

Public Board Meeting (4-6pm)

Drop Offs & Pick Ups
The Hamilton Road entry carpark is for staff, vis-

itors and self-driving students ONLY. Please use 

Roberts Road for school drop offs and pick-ups.

Uniform Shop
The uniform shop is open every Friday morning 

from 7:30am to 9:00am. This is the only day 

there is a dedicated staff member to assist stu-

dents and parents with their uniform purchases. 

Uniforms are only available through the week for 

emergencies only.

Second Hand Uniforms
The high school is looking for spare uniforms for 

students. If you have any uniforms to donate, 

please drop to the Hamilton Road Admin Office. 

Thank you!!

School Contributions & 
Charges
Payments for contributions and charges were due 

at the end of Term 1 and are now overdue. If you 

require a statement of outstanding fees, please 

contact the admin office on 9172 8000 or email 

hedland.shs@education.wa.edu.au
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The Hedland Senior High School SAP
Students Finish the Pilbara Music Festival on 

High Treble Note!
The SAP and the Welcome Centre students 
represented Hedland Senior High School at Pilbara 
Music Festival Eisteddfod at the Civic Centre on 
Wednesday the 11th of September.  
The event created an opportunity to connect with 
other students and build positive relationships. 
Students had the chance to engage in the Eisteddfod 
where they competed in numerous music categories 
against other Pilbara schools. The event was 
adjudicated by respected composer Robert Schulz 
from WA. 

The SAP HSHS Band was selected to perform for 
the finals during the award ceremony on Sunday 
the 15th of September. The School Band Ensemble 
received six trophies in total including Perpetual 
Trophies, Gold Award, Most Promising Vocal and an 
Encouragement Award sponsored by Jan Gillingham. 
The adjudicator was impressed by the musicology 
knowledge and the aesthetic that the SAP students 
presented.
SAP promotes students’ self-expression which is a 
huge reason why arts programs are crucial aspects for 
a well-rounded education. 

 The SAP program enable students to share their arts 
aesthetics and achievements with the wider Pilbara 
community.

During the Eisteddfod students:
Explored the power of music to evoke mood and 
atmosphere and to influence behaviour. For example, 
its use in ritual and culture and other social or 
political contexts.;
Composed and performed music which comments 
on a social issue such as – poverty, homelessness or 
belonging.;
Listened with respect to their neighbouring cohorts 
as performers and audience members.;
Demonstrated expressive music which celebrates 
human achievement, for example; ceremonial music.

Students composed and performed their own music 
to celebrate personal and community achievement. 
Students were able to show exceptional musicianship 
skills, performance aesthetics and collaboration 
with members of the community. They were able to 
motivate and act as role models to their peers and the 
wider Pilbara community.
Alice Langa - Music Specialist
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HSHS Shines at this year’s YoHFest
This years YOHFest in Karratha on August 26 at the 
Red Earth Arts Precinct was a huge success for staff 
and students of Hedland Senior High school. 
This was a fantastic opportunity for students to 
showcase their skills through performance and 
compete against other regional schools. This year’s 
theme was Belonging and students were judged and 
given feedback on their performance. This year our 
school took up a massive portion of the program 
with several entries including; The Specialist Arts 
Program, Year 10 Dance students and an Aboriginal 
cultural dance from the Clontarf Academy students. 
Students performed in a variety of categories 
including Dance, Music and Media receiving an 
incredible total of seven awards collectively!

Head of the Arts Learning Area, Mrs Jasmine 
McBurney, choreographed several dance items 
with The Specialist Arts Dance students and the 
Year 10 Dance class. Music Teacher and SAP Band 
leader Miss Alice Langa facilitated The Specialist 
Arts Music students in the creation of an original 
song. The Clontarf Academy’s Mr Eldride Edwards 
created the first ever Hedland Clontarf dance 
crew. Mr Edwards choreographed an Aboriginal 
dance performance which was accompanied with 
traditional Aboriginal Didgeridoo music played by 
one of the students. The High School was the only 
Pilbara school to enter an original short film titled 

“A Step Back in Time” which 
took a whole semester to 
plan and produce. The entire 
excursion was organised and 
coordinated by Miss Joanne 
McDonnell, who ensured 
the students had a safe an 
enjoyable event which was a 
great success. 
The students demonstrated 
exemplary behavior and were 

fantastic representatives of Hedland Senior High 
School. They were gracious and respectful towards 
the other students, who had travelled from all over 

the Pilbara to convene for the annual Event, held at 
Karratha’s Red Earth Arts Precinct. 

YOHFest - Youth on Health Festival was created to 
equip local young people in making positive lifestyle 
choices and to build self-confidence and leadership 
skills. YOHFest is Australia’s largest celebration of 
youth creativity and is a leading forum for health 
promotion. YOHFest has empowered thousands 
of young people across Western Australia to share 
their stories on the issues most relevant to them 
through Drama, Dance, Music, Media or Visual Art. 
YOHFest is run by young people, for young people. 
This ensures that YOHFest focuses on what matters 
to young people in the festival and their community.
Finalist will be announced on YOHFest Facebook 
page at the end of September early October so keep 
your eyes peeled to see if we make to the finals this 
year.
Please check out the amazing article from the North 
West Telegraph which has appeared in all Pilbara 
newspapers in celebration of YOHFest in Karratha 
for 2019. 

http://digitaledition.smedia.com.au/telegraph/

Jasmine McBurney -HOLA The Arts
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As part of the Hedland SHS Follow the Dream Program 19 students from years 8 – 12 attended the Perth 
Leadership Camp. The camp’s purpose was to support student’s learning within a range of disciplines, 
discover work and study opportunities and gain the confidence to be leaders in the Hedland community.

 
Day 1 – Wednesday 28th August
Students didn’t waste any time, getting off the plane in Perth and heading directly to BHP head office in 
the Perth CBD. There they met with ex-Hedland students and current trainees who had some excellent 
advice. BHP gave students a sneak preview at the types of jobs that they are looking to staff in the future 
as well as what is required to do well when writing applications and interviewing for apprenticeships and 
traineeships. The best advice, however, was to have a genuine passion for the job you are applying for and 
the resilience to reapply if unsuccessful. We were also lucky enough to hear from ex-Hedland SHS students 
who told their story and are now working in train control from Perth. Hedland Follow the Dream Student 
Zoeigh Box-Smith said, “It was cool to meet people who started off just like us and now they are working in 
these incredible positions.”
After that, it was off to the Woodman Point campground where students tested their nerve on the roping 
activities. The 10m high and 100m long Flying Fox got hearts racing and taught valuable leadership skills. 
Students learned that leadership isn’t about going first or bossing others around but encouraging others 
and keeping the group focussed on a goal. Students finished the day challenging students and teachers from 
Kondinin to a friendly game of soccer.
 
Day 2 – Thursday 29th August
Students started the morning spotting dolphins on an early morning beach walk at Woodman point. 
Next, they headed off to the School of Indigenous Studies (SIS), UWA where ex-Hedland Follow the Dream 
student Dominic Spurling (Class of 2018) and other UWA students shared their 
inspiring stories with students. They said their goal is to expand their horizons and 
improve the health of their communities back home, adding that a new level of 
maturity and drive is needed at University. Mr Spurling said that even though he 
did not study ATAR subjects, UWA accepted him into the Aboriginal Orientation 
course which has put him on a pathway to study medicine. Aboriginal students 
receive support from SIS with free tutoring, support and a place to belong.
Moving on from there, students explored St Katherine’s College and met up with 
Greg Nannup (of Indigenous Tours WA) 
on the Matilda Bay foreshore. Students 

appeared 
mesmerised 
as Mr Nannup detailed the Indigenous 
history of the area and 

Students 
Follow The Dream 

at Leadership Camp
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showed students the ingenious ways the Nyoongar people worked with nature and each other to prosper 
along the banks of the Swan River (Derbal Yerrigan).
Year 11 Ashwyn Brierly reflected on the session saying, “It was good for the whole group to hear from some-
one who knows about their culture in-depth and be inspired to learn more about my own culture.

Day 3 – Friday 30th August
Hedland Follow the Dream students started the day at Shenton College where they participated in a two–
way learning program. Dr Karen Bontempo delivered an incredible introductory Auslan lesson where stu-
dents sat in enthralled silence and learned to sign their own name. Then, they were paired with a Shenton 
College student, sitting in on a full lesson where they could observe the teaching and learning practices in a 
different school setting. After lunch, they were presented with an informative study skills session designed 
to assist students to ‘work smart’ and minimise distractions. Many friendships were forged and the Shenton 
College students were begging their teachers to organise a trip to Hedland.
Next, the group brushed up on their public speaking skills on a tour of the Nine News Studio having a go at 
presenting a news update. 
Across town, students visited the new Nicky Winmar statue and took part in an access all areas tour of Op-
tus Stadium. Of particular interest were the player dressing rooms and V.I.P. areas.
Finally, it was time to suit up and learn how to skydive at iFly. Students were given a thorough understand-
ing of the physics of falling before having a go in the vertical wind tunnel. Although it was a challenge to 
float on the cushion of air many students faced their fears and gave it a go.

 

Day 4 – Saturday 31st  August
Our last day in Perth called for a change of pace. Students visited ‘Escape Hunt’ and were split into 4 groups 
before being locked in a themed room – all in the name of good fun. Each team of sleuths had to put their 
heads together in order to escape before the timer ran out. Students were encouraged to think out loud and 
be an active participant in the problem-solving process. Luckily they all escaped in time for lunch. After 
that, they picked up some bargains at the airport DFO before heading home tired and weary yet with some 
valuable experiences to remember for a long time to come.

Simon Thompson
Follow The Dream Coordinator

Students 
Follow The Dream 

at Leadership Camp


